
The assumption that in animals aging is represented

as a slow phenoptosis, a process characterized by decreased

viability controlled by a special genetic program, turned

out to be highly fruitful, primarily, for practical gerontol-

ogy [1]. A search for the aging program “switch-off”

resulted in emerging of a number of promising drugs.

Among them, the most effective drug can be used for

treatment of a broad range of age-related pathologies,

including senile vision impairments. However, by admit-

ting a programmed organism aging hypothesis, it

inevitably raises a question as to what advantages does it

give to communities containing elderly and naturally

weakened individuals. It is clear that if no such advantages

existed, then any quite complex program would have been

eliminated by random mutations acting in this situation as

adaptive mutations. A number of authors consider aging as

an evolution accelerator [1, 2]. It is assumed that progres-

sive evolution particularly undergoes acceleration result-

ing in large-scale system alterations known in Russian-

language publications as aromorphosis. The vast majority

of publications on mathematical simulations for aging

populations are also dedicated to analysis of evolutionary

processes. A fundamental study published by Partridge

and Barton [3] demonstrated that occurrence of elderly

individuals in a population optimizes r-value that charac-

terizes rate of population growth and is accompanied by

optimization of variability characteristics. Later, the

approach developed by Partridge and Barton was applied

for solving specific tasks [4, 5].

However, in our opinion, the certainly reasonable

assumption that aging may accelerate evolution needs to

be updated. Both the majority of modern and extinct

species described by paleontologists are characterized by

a stasis that lasted for millions of years, i.e. lack of signif-

icant changes [6, 7]. There are some species that have

been preserving general characteristics of the body struc-

ture, principles for regulation of gene activity, and meta-

bolic pathways for hundreds of millions of years − yet they

continue to senesce. Among them, there are some nema-
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Abstract—By admitting the programmed organism death (phenoptosis) concept, it inevitably raises a question as to what

advantages it gives to communities containing elderly and naturally weakened individuals. We believe that the broadest

prevalence of the aging phenomenon is accounted for, particularly, by the fact that in certain situations occurrence of eld-

erly individuals may guarantee not only evolution, but also the mere existence of populations. The goal of our study was to

create a mathematical model illustrating the occurrence of situations when existence of elderly individuals accounts for pop-

ulation survival, whereas an ageless population would be completely extinguished. A logic basis for such model is as follows:

1) natural populations exist under conditions of uneven renewal of resources; 2) if resources are renewed at a high level and

rapidly compensated by their restoration, then a population strives to achieve a maximum size, which is limited not by

resource availability, but specific biological mechanisms; 3) rate of resource influx may decline down to zero very rapidly

(e.g. during drought); 4) a capacity, at least, for some individuals to survive during resource shortage is crucial for survival

of the entire population; 5) rapid extinction of the weaker elderly individuals saves resources for survival of the younger and

stronger ones. A multi-agent simulation is used as a mathematical basis for the proposed model (http://www.winmobile.biz).

In silico experiments confirmed the lack of fatal contradictions in our logical construction. The presence of the aged indi-

viduals once the aging program has been turned at the age of 25-30 years results in a 24-26% increase in lifetime of the pop-

ulation.
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todes, arthropods, and marsupials (American opossum).

A natural question arises – if aging program acts only as

evolution accelerator, then why is it not eliminated during

a stasis period? Moreover, current evolutionary theory is

far from being considered as a finished logical construc-

tion. Synthetic theory of evolution (STE) as the most

elaborated version of evolutionary theory is unable to

explain the reasons for preserving in live species not only

aging, but gender, genetic variability, etc. [2].

We believe that the broadest prevalence of the aging

phenomenon is accounted for, particularly, by the fact

that in certain situations occurrence of elderly individuals

may guarantee not only evolution, but also the mere exis-

tence of populations. Philosophically speaking, an aging

program creates diversity of elements that increases sta-

bility of the system as a whole due to weakening some of

its elements. The goal of our study was to create a math-

ematical model demonstrating the occurrence of general

situations when existence of elderly individuals accounts

for population survival, whereas ageless population would

be extinguished completely under the given circum-

stances. Our model illustrates the abovementioned state-

ment, and, obviously, does not describe the entire vari-

ability of processes occurring in animals populations. A

logic basis for such model is as follows:

1) natural populations exist under conditions of

uneven renewal of resources;

2) if resources are renewed at high level and rapidly

compensated by their restoration, then a population

strives to achieve a maximum size, which is limited not by

resource availability, but by specific biological mecha-

nisms;

3) rate of resource influx may decline down to zero

very rapidly (e.g. during drought);

4) a capacity, at least, for some individuals to survive

during resource shortage is crucial for survival of the

entire population;

5) rapid extinction of weaker elderly individuals

saves resources for survival of younger and stronger ones.

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

A multi-agent approach was applied to simulation

modeling for studying population behavior. A multi-agent

simulation can be applied to study decentralized systems

elucidating global functional patterns within a model by

analyzing behavior for a group of agents exhibiting partic-

ular laws for their behavior and interaction with model

environment and between each other.

We developed a multi-agent simulation model of

population that was used for performing quantitative

analysis. The model was created using Java technology

(Java 7 version) and NetBeans 8 IDE.

When a model is run, agents (individuals) are gener-

ated independently of each other, which are considered as

objects having randomly distributed reservoir of resources

and being posed at random points within a square area of

dissemination; all modifications of agents occur within

the area that can be called as a range of model. Age of

agents comply with the distribution pattern published by

G. Libertini [8]. Such distribution was described for the

Ache aboriginal tribe of Paraguay because age character-

istics of the Ache population are not much affected by

civilizational influences (wars, migration, etc.).

Speed and direction of movement are randomly set.

Agents do not interact between each other.

In a range of model, the reservoir of resources is

posed at random points to be consumed by agents that

results in increasing their own energy content.

Depending on conditions of a numerical experiment,

there can be renewable and non-renewable resources.

When the level of an agent’s energy content is equal to

zero, the agent starts to starve. After a predetermined

amount of time, the agent dies if it was unable to replen-

ish its own energy content. In a model, death of an agent

from starvation is the only source altering size of popula-

tion.

The size of a population, onset of agent’s old age,

and amount of energy content and its renewability as well

as onset of starvation death are set experimentally.

An agent that reached 80% of its own old age had

speed of movements that decreased to 25% of its initial

value. An agent that reached the onset of its own old age

had speed of movements that decreased to 10% of initial

value. Under otherwise equal conditions, younger indi-

viduals would have advantage in consuming resources.

Individuals that reached 80% of their own old age would

consume resources on a common basis.

In our model, aging had a threshold nature, i.e. while

passing an aging threshold individuals lose their “vital

power” suddenly and do not undergo further aging. We

considered such assumption acceptable because results of

modeling are not crucially altered when stage of aging

increases to five.

During in silico experiment, an Extinction Time

(ET) necessary to reduce population size by a defined

percentage (%) out of initial size (designated as subscript

index) is determined. Thus, ET95 is an amount of time

necessary for a population to lose 95% of its size, etc.

By setting the onset of old age, it is possible to alter a

number of elderly individuals in a population. A popula-

tion fully consisting of young individuals is formed if the

onset of old age is set at 77 years due to an age-dependent

distribution of agents in the model.

A population fully consisting of elderly individuals is

formed if the onset of old age is set at �10 years, as the

lower limit of the agent’s age is artificially restricted by 10

years during formation of the population. This is due to

the pattern of age-related distribution that corresponds to

the point of transition from high child mortality to mor-

tality rates typical to a greater part of the life cycle. It can
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be said that according to the model conditions in case of

scare resources, such cohort of agents obtains no feeding,

which accounts for their extinction, thus making no con-

tribution to design parameters. Technically, while gener-

ating a set of agents, individuals under 10 years of age are

excluded from consideration.

To ease experimenting, an applet was developed that

allows running a preset number of independent models

with similar initial conditions, excluding the onset of old

age, followed by performing statistical analysis.

The applet has an intuitive and user-friendly inter-

face (Fig. 1) and does not require special computer skills.

The full version of the model is available for down-

load at http://winmobile.biz. To run the model, JRE ver-

sion 7 or older must be installed on your computer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the modeling are presented in Figs. 2

and 3. The following parameters were applied: onset of

old age ranged from 10 (all elderly individuals) up to 80

(all young individuals) years of age, with 5-year incre-

ment, initial size of population was 500 individuals, and

initial reservoir of resources was 500 units. ET97, ET95,

and ET90 were calculated. Each numerical experiment

was performed in 100 replicates.

In case of limited but renewable resources (Fig. 2),

individuals die quite rarely when a minimum level of reser-

voir of resources and a maximum distance from its source

coincide. Under such circumstances, ET monotonically

increases upon increasing onset of old age from 10 up to

Fig. 1. Modeling program interface.
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Fig. 2. Extinction time dependent on onset of old age (renewable

resource): 1) ET97; 2) ET95; 3) ET90.
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renewable resource): 1) ET97; 2) ET95; 3) ET90.
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80 years of age (by decreasing percentage of elderly indi-

viduals in population) and reaches 104-2318 days, respec-

tively. In case renewal of resources is disabled (Fig. 3), it

results in a different pattern. It is clear that in this case, ET

is much shorter and its magnitude is related to percentage

of the elderly individuals in population. This is especially

evident for ET97, where its magnitude peaks upon turning

on the aging program at age of 30 years, where percentage

of the elderly individuals in the population is 79%. By fur-

ther elevating a threshold for onset of old age, it results in

a virtually linear decline of ET97 value. Similar behavior,

although less pronounced, is observed for ET90. Whereas

for ET97 a 24-26% increase can be achieved under given

conditions, for ET90 it does not exceed 7-8%.

Opportunities of mathematical modeling of live sys-

tems are limited largely by their complexity. It forces model

developers to focus only on some of the processes, which are

selected rather subjectively as being the most relevant ones

with respect to the posed task. Our model allows simulating

a rather narrow range of processes related to evaluation of

the impact by the elderly, predictably weakened, individuals

on survival of a population under conditions of temporary

shortage of resources. Undoubtedly, in nature there exists a

whole number of other mechanisms facilitating survival of

animal communities during drought, crop failure, etc. It is

quite likely that one of such mechanisms is related to retard-

ed aging upon limited feeding. On the other hand, it may be

assumed that occurrence of elderly individuals may increase

“survival of communities” in other situations, e.g. related to

disease outbreaks. Undoubtedly, mathematical modeling

does not replace examination of nature. However, Nesse

and Williams emphasized that [9]: “intuitive ideas about fit-

ness, even the intuitions of professional biologists, may not

always be adequate. Serious, often mathematical, theorizing

is needed to provide the logical answers that can then be

tested by investigating real organisms”.

In our case, despite all the simplifications made, in

silico experiments conducted within the proposed model

confirmed the lack of fatal contradictions in logical con-

structions. A quite simple model is sufficient to observe

that occurrence of weak individuals that extinct first under

conditions of resource deficiency can remarkably increase

chances for survival of a population by prolonging lifespan

of a small group of the last survivors. We suppose that in

the current study there is no need to thoroughly analyze

spread of situations when animal populations are marked-

ly reduced in size due to the shortage of water and/or food.

It is intuitive that hard times occurred in the natural histo-

ry of numerous species including humans.

Earlier, we applied a multi-agent modeling to simu-

late mechanisms of aging [10-12]. Results of the current

study demonstrate that it can be used for tasks of popula-

tion biology of aging as well. In principle, the goals posed

in the study might be solved analytically; however, if neces-

sary, a multi-agent simulation model allows increase in

complexity of the set goals without conceptual alterations

to the model. For instance, a time-dependent alteration of

agents’ behavior will virtually not complicate a multi-agent

model, whereas non-stationary analytical models are usu-

ally hardly amenable to solution. Another advantage of

such approach is that no a priori knowledge about patterns

of system behavior is expected. By determining behavior of

an individual agent (an individual), a researcher may find

out some global pattern of system behavior (population) as

a whole formed as a result of agents interacting with envi-

ronment and each other. Obviously, more than one type of

agent can be created. In the future, we plan to extend an

application of such approach for modeling an impact by

aging on fitness of animal populations to a broader range of

environmental changes.
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